Wisconsin officials double down on disastrous wolf policy

By Charlie Otto Rasmussen, Editor

Less than six months after Wisconsin wolf packs were left reeling after an unprecedented breeding season recreational hunt, state officials are pushing forward plans to kill hundreds more animals in 2021. Ojibwe leaders are outraged.

“The DNR Natural Resources Board made clear that its decision to set the wolf quota at 300 has nothing to do with science or stewardship,” said Michael J Isham, GLIFWC executive administrator. “This reckless approach to ma’iingan management is why tribes have filed a brief in support of lawsuits that seek the restoration of federal protection for wolves.”

Wolves lost protection from the Endangered Species Act January 4, 2021 in the Lower 48 United States. Then in late February, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources presided over a chaotic wolf hunt that ended after only three days when sportsmen killed nearly 100 extra wolves, soaring past a quota limit set at 119 animals. Fresh snowfalls made for efficient hunting as many tag-holders used dog packs run down wolves across much of the state.

Now, despite calls from Ojibwe tribes to back away from ma’iingan hunting seasons, as well as advice from Wisconsin DNR biologists to set a more moderate fall quota, the Natural Resources Board revealed August 11 that it is bent on driving down the state’s wolf population. At a meeting in Milwaukee, the Board scoffed at its own researchers for recommending a 130-wolf quota, and considered a kill goal as high as 504 before settling on 300 wolves.

“It’s both frustrating and outrageous that the DNR Board is willing to manipulate scientific recommendations in order to deny tribes their share of a science-based quota, undermining Ojibwe tribes’ treaty rights and circumventing the process laid out by federal courts,” said John Johnson, chairman of Lac du Flambeau Band and Voigt Intertribal Task Force.

Challenged by high water and burrowing carp, Bay Mills’ Waishkey Bay goes under the microscope

By Charlie Otto Rasmussen, Editor

Brimley, Mich.—Utilizing a grid of underwater acoustic telemetry receivers, Bay Mills Indian Community is taking a deep dive into better understanding the Waishkey Bay fish community.

Biologist Frank Zomer leads a tribal natural resources team working to capture, tag, and release walleyes and northern pike. Each fish Zomer equips with a surgically-imbedded transmitter “tag” relays a telltale ping as it passes one of more than 30 receivers in the bay and nearby St. Marys River, allowing researchers to monitor fish movements across the bay during key times like spawning.

“Technological advances have greatly increased our knowledge and understanding of fisheries,” Zomer said. “In the old days we’d rely on tag reports from fishermen. Maybe a 1% return on tagged fish that each gave us one spot on the map. Now we have a lot of precision in monitoring fish movements.”

Zomer said critical habitat for important species like gnoozheg (norterns) is in flux as recent, historic high water levels on Lake Superior creates new spawning grounds and sinks others.

The Bay Mills homeland is known as Place of the Pike, or Gnoozhekaaning, in Ojibwemowin.

“Pike is a culturally important species, and an important recreational fish for anglers” Zomer said. “They are also a food source for the community, pursued year-round.”

(see Finding a place, page 4)
Panel conjures honest assessments on killing wolves
Lessons from a needs-based world view

By Peter David, GLIFWC Wildlife Biologist

I recently had the honor of serving on a wolf panel organized by the Wisconsin Outdoor Communicators Association. It was held at Trees for Tomorrow, in Eagle River, Wisconsin. That location had significance to me; my first visit to Trees was in high school, a special opportunity I was given apparently after displaying a budding interest in natural resources.

Eagle River also holds many family memories for me, as it was where my father was raised, my grandparents made their life together, and is not far from Black Oak Lake, where my great-grandparents homesteaded in 1885. I certainly didn’t imagine during that high school trip that I would return nearly half a century later to discuss the hunting of ma’iingan—a word I didn’t even know then. And at that point it time, the presence of wolves in Wisconsin was far from certain.

Exterminated a decade and a half earlier after nearly a century of state-sponsored bounty hunting, I was unaware that just months earlier, the first documented presence of a pack of wolves in the state had been made—for the west near the Minnesota line—over the winter of 1974–75. At this year’s conference I saw additional panelists including noted wolf biologist, a volunteer in the wolf tracking program, a fur trapper, and a hound hunter. Both of the latter had legally harvested wolves in Wisconsin’s recent seasons. We each were allotted about seven minutes to make some opening remarks, then a full hour was provided for questions from the audience, a rare luxury in the on-going wolf debate.

One question was directed to the trapper and hound hunter: why kill a wolf? I found their answers refreshing honesty. They avoided the false arguments so often given for a wolf season—like the need to save deer or reduce livestock predations, arguments that don’t hold up well to scientific scrutiny. Both just indicated that a wolf is a trophy. The houndsman added, “And do you want revenge [for the loss of dogs killed by wolves]? You bet.”

And that, in a nutshell, is what this debate about hunting wolves in Wisconsin is really about. Is it ethical to kill a sentient, highly social animal—and one with great cultural and ecological significance—to gain a trophy? To my two fellow panelists, the answer was clearly yes.

But my mind circled back to a story from my father’s childhood, one he shared with me when I first showed some interest in hunting and fishing. He could have told me about challenge and thrill of getting his first deer, or the battle of landing his first musky, but he opted to take me back to a duck hunting trip on Thunder Lake—back when it still had its historic wild rice beds—with his uncle, Prosper Stein.

“Pros”, as he was known, was legendary as a woodsman. The cabin I am writing from is decorated with his hand carved canoe paddles and waterfowl decoys. He lived much like the native people who occupied the region before him—hunting, fishing (including guiding), logging, gathering wild fruits and plants. He depended on the gifts of the land and his own labor to provide for himself and his family. And like one of my fellow panelists, he was a trapper—a serious trapper.

Pros was legend enough that after he passed, the Catholic church in town used his fishing creel as a collection basket, even though there were some who might have considered him a violator. While not a habitual offender, if the family or a neighbor didn’t have enough to get by, he would try to put meat on their table, legally or not. More than one deer, taken out of season, was butchered in the families’ small kitchen, behind drawn blinds.

(see Ma’iingan, page 21)

A closer look at mercury contamination
Updated musky consumption advisory in development

By Hannah Arbuckle, GLIFWC Outreach Coordinator

Maazhiginoozhe, or muskellunge, have been netted and speared by Anishinaabe (Ojibwe people) since time immemorial to sustain themselves, participate in bimaadiziwin (the Anishinaabe way of life), and today, exercise treaty rights and food sovereignty. Muskies are the second most harvested fish species by GLIFWC member tribes, after ogaa (walleye).

Safe consumption of maazhiginoozhe, however, is increasingly becoming an issue. This is due to harmful chemicals such as mercury that are found in lakes throughout the Ceded Territories of the upper Great Lakes region.

Mercury is a naturally occurring metal that can be released by both natural and human activities. It can be found in air, water, soil, and biota. Fish absorb mercury from the water when it passes over their gills and as they feed on other aquatic organisms.

Mercury levels increase as larger predatory fish eat smaller fish. This is called bioaccumulation. Muskies, which sit atop the lake food web, can attain high levels of mercury compared to other fish. Exposure to small amounts of mercury over time from fish consumption, can have toxic effects on human nervous and cardiovascular systems, especially on the developing nervous system of children and fetuses.

That is why GLIFWC continues to collect and analyze mercury data to develop science-based fish consumption advice for maazhiginoozhe. GLIFWC’s Mercury Program began testing mercury levels in subsistence species in 1989 in response to concerns about the health risks to tribal members of consuming contaminated fish.

As of August 2021, GLIFWC has collected samples and analyzed mercury levels from nearly 11,000 fish from Lake Superior and over 300 inland lakes within the Ceded Territories with plans to continue this work into the future. Outreach materials for the safe consumption advice of maazhiginoozhe are currently under development. Keep an eye out for a maazhiginoozhe website and printed brochure later in Fall 2021.
Bay Mills planning forest reboot, hopes for future black ash return
As the black ash purge is nearly complete at Bay Mills Indian Community and surrounding forests, tribal scientists are experimenting with replacement trees and looking to the future when back paddagigamaak might make a comeback for future generations.

“Pretty much all of our black ash trees are now dead or infected,” said Aubrey Maccoux-LeDuc, BMIC Conservation Dept. Back paddagigamaak is a traditional term used for the regeneration of plants and trees, and it refers to the harvest of the roots and seeds of the plant to create new growth.

The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources in cooperation with Bay Mills Indian Community will be planning a forest reboot to replace the lost black ash trees with other native species. This will not only restore the forest but also provide a habitat for wildlife.

—M. Coleman

Ojibwe treaty hunters set for Michigan, Wisconsin elk seasons
Tribal wildlife managers are firming up plans for annual elk hunts in the Michigan 1836 Treaty Ceded Territory and Wisconsin 1837/1842 Territory. The elk hunt has been a traditional practice for many years, and it provides a valuable source of meat and other resources for the tribes.

For Bay Mills treaty hunters, an elk hunt means a trip south over the Mackinac Bridge to the Pigeon River Country State Forest region—the core of Michigan’s elk range. BMIC is sending five hunters into the area beginning August 1. Many of the hunting is expected to occur over three hunting periods in September as part of the opening ceremony in December, said Justin Carrick, BMIC Conservation Dept. Bay Mills is expected to hunt in early August.

West into northern Wisconsin elk range, Ojibwe tribes gather in Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest each year to open the season with a ceremony. Above the manoomin beds of Chippewa Lake, Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest each year to open the season with a ceremony.

—CO Rasmussen

2021 Manoomin Season Outlook
A highly imperfect storm
Every year I struggle with how to share a glimpse into the upcoming manoomin season. What is true for a particular water or even region is often not true overall, and general truths often don’t hold up for individual waters. And this year is even tougher than most. COVID concerns prevented our normal annual summer intern programs from taking place. The retirement of GLIFWC’s long-time manoomin biologist Lisa David—not only my wife but my partner in rice management—left raising expectations that 2021 will likely prove the hottest year on record. The steadily-climbing temperatures are attributed to continuing climate change due to greenhouse gases and other human pollutants. Find more climate information at noaa.gov.

By Peter David, GLIFWC Wildlife Biologist

Special state park hunts provide excellent deer harvest opportunities for Ojibwe hunters
While Ojibwe whitetail hunters in the Minnesota 1837 Ceded Territory have a range of public land options, some of the best hunting is available through special state park hunts.

Applegate said a good working relationship with state wildlife managers allows our hunters to help reduce overhunting of native plants and forest communities within the parks. Both state-licensed and tribal hunters participate in the hunt.

The Band is pleased to work with park managers and provide this opportunity for treaty hunters,” said Kelly Applegate, Mille Lacs Band Commissioner of Natural Resources. “There’s a high deer population in some of these areas.”

—CO Rasmussen

For now, Michigan and Minnesota say “Gawiin” to wolf hunt
While Wisconsin barrels ahead with plans for a second wolf hunt in 2021, its neighbors, Michigan and Minnesota, are taking a more measured approach in regard to ma’iingan. The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources reported that there are no plans for a wolf season at least until Fall 2022 after the new wolf management plan is completed in spring. Minnesota’s current wolf management plan was released in 2001.

Ojibwe hunters and forest communities within the 1837 and 1842 Ceded Territories.

—CO Rasmussen

NOAA reports hottest month on record
July is typically the hottest month of the year. But this past July, the global temperature soared to the highest ever recorded. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), July 2021 reached Earth’s hottest temperature on record at 62.0°F above the 20th Century average of 60.4°F. This exceeded the previous record set in July 2016 and matched in 2019 and 2020 by 0.2°F.

Record highs were seen throughout North America and the rest of the globe, leaving raising expectations that 2021 will likely prove the hottest year on record. The steadily-climbing temperatures are attributed to continuing climate change due to greenhouse gases and other human pollutants. Find more climate information at noaa.gov.

—M. Coleman

The north end of Chequamegon Waters Flowage contains a good stand of manoomin going into the 2021 rice season. Find more wild rice forecasts at data.gfc.wc.org/manoomin.harvest.info. (P. David photo)
Finding a place for manoomin in Waishkey Bay

(continued from page 1)

Another important food fish for the Ojibwe, walleye, has a role in the study too. BMIC fisheries staff are monitoring 26 osagawag fitted with acoustic tags to evaluate movements and habitat preferences to inform the stocking rate of walleye in Waishkey Bay.

From a string of modified fyke nets—mesh-lined, fish-capturing hoop traps shaped like a kid’s play tunnel—BMIC fisheries staff select walleyes and northerns for the study. Working at a portable field station, Zomer surgically implants an acoustic transmitter into the underbelly of each fish before stitching up the incision.

Depending on the size of the fish, implanted tags can vary in size with some as big as a ChopStick tube. The battery in the larger tags can last up to a decade while the smaller tags last only a year or two. During surgery, Zomer keeps a spigot of fresh water moving over the fish’s gills during the short procedure and returns each research recruit back into the water. Going to autumn, the Bay Mills crew are left with only a few tags to install.

“We need certain sizes of fish,” Zomer said. “They need to be big enough to handle the tag and still move around normally.”

Common carp and manoomin

The foundation for the Waishkey Bay fisheries study is rooted in an investigation of the ubiquitous common carp—a species intentionally released across the Great Lakes region around 140 years ago. As part of his work toward earning a graduate degree at Northern Michigan University, Zomer set out to evaluate nature-made obstacles to BMIC’s wild rice program.

“Carp are very visible to community members, especially when spawning in nearshore habitats that can support wild rice. So, when I asked folks why they thought our efforts to restore wild rice weren’t succeeding, common carp were the likely answer for almost everyone,” Zomer said.

Carp are considered ecosystem engineers because of their spawning and foraging behavior,” Zomer said. “They are very disruptive, stirring up sediment, causing water turbidity, and can uproot wild rice.”

Drawing inspiration from St. Croix Tribe’s work a decade ago at Clam Lake near Siren, Wis., Zomer honed his waterside surgery skills by first working with carp, implanting the very same acoustic transmitters he would later use with near Siren, Wis., Zomer honed his waterside surgery skills by first working with carp, implanting the very same acoustic transmitters he would later use with common carp have on wild rice in inland lakes. But in Waishkey Bay, a Great Lakes connected habitat where carp can go anywhere they want, would carp have that same localized level of impact?

“Carp are considered ecosystem engineers because of their spawning and foraging behavior,” Zomer said. “They are very disruptive, stirring up sediment, causing water turbidity, and can uproot wild rice.”

As in the Clam Lake study, he also installed a series of in-water exclosures to prevent carp from entering 16-meter square, shallow-water plots variously seeded with rice or unseeded. The cubes of aquatic habitats that cut-off carp access produced lush emergent manoomin growth. Left to develop without the rooting, sediment-sluiping common carp churning up the bed, wild rice showed real promise along the west shore. Unprotected areas had poor manoomin growth, producing lower stem counts.

But it didn’t take long for a truly remarkable study result to materialize. Some of those seemingly sluggish, bottom-feeding carp were partial to long migrations. Of 25 tagged fish, several swam as far west as Marquette, where the distance, Carp #7152, made it all the way to the edge of Buffalo Reef near the Keweenaw Peninsula. There, the wayward carp generated an unexpected ping from an underwater acoustic array established by GLIFWC, US Geographical Survey, and Michigan Department of Natural Resources research biologists monitoring whitefish and lake trout.

“This kind of long-distance movement data we were able to get from this project, we know where carp tend to spawn, where there’s a lot of disruption,” Zomer said. “We’ll target our seeding in areas less likely to see carp spawning. Hopefully, we’ll be able to expand the wild rice resource,” Zomer said. “The other big thing that we found during the first few years of this project was that carp, alone, were not the only factor negatively affecting wild rice. It was really a ‘perfect storm’ of high water levels, predation on rice by geese, and the incredible disturbance and uprooting caused by common carp.”

For more information contact BMIC Inland Fisheries Biologist Frank Zomer fzomer@baymills.org.

On the cover

Over a series of summer days, black ash crafter April Stone (right) guided GLIFWC staff through a traditional skills training course involving harvesting an ash tree, poudning out strips of wood, and creating baskets. (COR photo)
Widespread chronic wasting disease testing opportunities during waawaashkeshi season

By Travis Bartnick, GLIFWC Wildlife Biologist

Chronic wasting disease (CWD) remains a growing threat to waawaashekeshi (deer) and omashkooz (elk) herds in the Ceded Territories. CWD is a neurodegenerative disease that has been spreading throughout North America for several decades and infects members of the Cervidae family (cervids), such as white-tailed deer, mule deer, elk, moose, and caribou. CWD has been detected in both wild deer herds and captive cervid (deer and elk) herds within or near the Ceded Territories.

Cervids infected with CWD will often show no signs of being sick when they are in the incubation period, which can last a minimum of 16-17 months. During this time, they continue to shed the infectious prions into the environment where it can spread to others in the herd. The infectious prions associated with CWD are a form of misfolded protein. Disease experts are confident that CWD is not caused by a bacteria or virus. There is no known cure, vaccine, or treatment for CWD, and it is always fatal. It is believed the prions can be transmitted several ways, including through contact with infected saliva, urine, and feces.

Although there is no evidence that CWD can infect humans, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends against the consumption of any animal that tests positive for CWD or shows signs of being sick. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends keeping the agents of all known prion diseases from entering the human food chain.

How tribal hunters can help

GLIFWC will continue to facilitate CWD testing of deer and elk harvested by tribal members within the Ceded Territories in 2021. GLIFWC biologists will collect CWD samples from all elk harvested by tribal members during the 2021 season in the Wisconsin Ceded Territory. Submitting deer heads for CWD sampling helps biologists track where CWD is on the landscape; which then helps with implementation of additional surveillance, research, and management actions. We often do not know where CWD is on the landscape unless deer and elk are actively being tested for the disease.

In 2021, there will be GLIFWC deer head collection stations set up at tribal registration stations. The station will have a set of instructions, a head collection bin and/or freezer, and garbage bags. It is important to keep the head and about 3-5 inches of the neck intact and stored at cool temperatures (at least as cool as a refrigerator). Freezing the head is also an option.

When dropping off a deer head for CWD sampling, it will be important to follow the directions provided at the CWD sampling station, including the hunter’s contact information and the location of where the deer was harvested on the data form.

Copper ammunition incentive in 2021

Thanks to the generosity of tribal CWD surveillance partners at the Grand Portage Band of Lake Superior Chippewa in Minnesota, there will be a limited supply of boxes of copper rifle ammunition available as an incentive to tribal hunters to increase CWD sampling in the Ceded Territory this year. This is a first-time, first-served program due to the limited supply of copper ammunition that is available, so a box of ammunition cannot be guaranteed to all participants.

The most common calibers manufactured in copper rounds include .243, .270, .30/06, and .30-30, but others are available in lower quantities. The GLIFWC CWD sampling form will have a place for the hunter to list their preferred caliber of ammunition.

Once the deer season ends, the ammunition will be distributed to those who participated, until the supply is gone. There may be a delay in distributing the ammunition incentives due to the ongoing ammunition manufacturing shortage.

Important! Tribal hunters MUST follow the instructions at the CWD sampling station and completely fill out a CWD sampling form with their contact information and the location of where the deer was harvested to receive a box of copper ammunition.

A data form is not completely filled out and included with the deer head, the deer will not be tested and the hunter will not be eligible for a box of copper ammunition. The contact information is important to inform the hunter of CWD testing status, as well as to be able to distribute any copper ammunition.

The location of where the deer was harvested is very important to track where CWD has entered the human food chain. It helps with implementation of additional surveillance, research, and management actions. We often do not know where CWD is on the landscape unless deer and elk are actively being tested for the disease.

How tribal hunters can help

GLIFWC encourages Ojibwe hunters to bring their deer to a tribal registration station and request to have their deer CWD tested.

We need your input! Tribal deer hunter CWD survey

A collaborative team led by the University of Minnesota, GLIFWC, and tribal partners in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan have developed a survey to gain a better understanding of tribal hunters’ deer harvest practices, knowledge of CWD, and support for various CWD management actions.

The survey results will help guide the development of community-specific CWD outreach materials and the development of a CWD response plan that reflects tribal priorities. Please consider taking the survey and sharing this with others within your community.

Your feedback is important and the survey takes approximately 20-30 minutes to complete. Anyone interested in participating in the survey can access it here: umn.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0D4VW1vsFVDP6pT

In addition, the survey can be accessed by scanning this QR code with your smartphone.
Six Years of an ogaa closure on the Minocqua Chain of Lakes:

Where are we now?

In the 1990s, the Minocqua Chain (fig 1) was a premier ogaa (walleye) destination in the state of Wisconsin, with 2.4–5.6 adult fish per acre throughout the chain. Along with this, there was evidence of natural reproduction within each lake until the mid-2000s when natural reproduction began to decline.

By 2015, the adult populations fell to less than 1.5 fish per acre in all lakes with little to no evidence of natural reproduction. In that same year, Lac du Flambeau, Walleyes for Tomorrow, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, and GLIFWC created an ogaa rehabilitation plan for the Minocqua Chain of Lakes. The goals were to 1) re-establish natural reproduction in all lakes, and 2) increase the adult population to three ogaa/acre in Minocqua and Kawaguesaga Lakes and two ogaa/acre in Tomahawk Lake.

The plan was to discontinue harvest of ogaa by state and tribal anglers for a minimum of five years with the option to extend the closure based on survey results. During this time period, adult population estimates and recruitment surveys were conducted to monitor progress toward the goals. Along with harvest limits and monitoring efforts, a plan was developed to stock extended growth fingerlings at 10 per acre every other year. Prior to stocking, electrofishing surveys were conducted to determine if natural reproduction had occurred in that year.

Unfortunately, in 2020, the aforementioned goals were not met. Adult densities were approaching the goal but there was still little evidence of natural reproduction. For the 2020 season, the partners agreed to continue the no-harvest period for one more year.

In April of 2021, population estimates were conducted on the chain (fig 2), and found Minocqua, Kawaguesaga, and Tomahawk had reached an adult density goal of three fish per acre, however, there were limited signs of natural reproduction. For the 2020 season, the partners agreed to continue the no-harvest period for one more year.

In April of 2021, population estimates were conducted on the chain (fig 2), and found Minocqua, Kawaguesaga, and Tomahawk had reached an adult density goal of three fish per acre, however, there were limited signs of natural reproduction. For the 2020 season, the partners agreed to continue the no-harvest period for one more year.

An analysis conducted by GLIFWC shows that the probability of a strong year class is less likely when there are more females than males in lakes in the Ceded Territories. Managers looked into what could be causing this shift in sex ratios and found that extended growth ogaa from the hatcheries were primarily females. It is not known how long this has been an issue or what the underlying cause of it is. Having not met recovery goals and the discovery of a new potential problem, the partners decided to update the rehabilitation plan and discuss new approaches.

(see Minocqua Chain of Lakes, page 10)
Walleye thrive. Fish community in many places where recognized as an important part of the exist on their own, and yellow perch are recognized as an important part of the fish community, and both organizations will continue monitoring harvest with creel surveys.

Policy discussions focused on the timing of setting quotas for next year, whether a single year or a multi-year management plan was appropriate, and how to create a system so that unplanned closures and quota overages do not occur. Although a consensus was not achieved, these topics will continue to be discussed at future meetings.

Asaawe on Mille Lacs have been declining since the early 2000s, along with asaawe harvest. The current asaawe harvest quota was set back when populations were high, leaving this quota outdated. The research subcommittee is looking for a scientific way to adjust the quota for this species, but current modeling methods have provided limited insight on how to manage the fishery.

In the following year, the status of Mille Lacs fisheries will continue to be closely monitored. GLIFWC will continue to conduct its fall juvenile ogaa survey to monitor the success of natural reproduction in the ogaa population.

MN DNR will continue their fall gill netting survey to monitor trends in the fish community, and both organizations will continue monitoring harvest with creel surveys.

In addition to these monitoring efforts, GLIFWC and the Mille Lacs Band DNR will continue gathering data from their ongoing telemetry study to better understand the movements of ogaa in Mille Lacs.

In the future, the state and tribes will continue to meet and discuss the best management practices on Mille Lacs to maintain the fisheries.

Inland Fisheries Staff contributed to this article. Direct questions to inland biologists at 715.682.6619.

Lake Mille Lacs: Biologists examine yellow perch downward trend

Yellow perch are known for their delicious, mild flavor, making them another favorite target of tribal and state harvesters. They also complement walleye as a prey species since they hatch after walleye in the spring, and remain generally smaller than walleye through their life-cycle.

Life cycles throughout the fish community may have been altered in Mille Lacs since invaders like zebra mussels and spiny water fleas became established and plentiful. The walleye population declined in the early part of the last decade when these invaders became abundant, and it appears that the yellow perch population has also declined.

In Minnesota Department of Natural Resources fall assessment gill nets, yellow perch catches reached a high of 49–lbs per net in 1998 before dropping to around 2–lbs per net in 2019 and 2020. Harvest of yellow perch also dropped from a high of over 500,000 lbs in the 1980s to under 3,000 lbs in 2020. While the walleye population has increased from the low levels observed around 2013-2016, the yellow perch population seems to have continued to trend downward.

Given the apparent decline, members of the joint state/tribal Minnesota 1837 Ceded Territory Fisheries Committee have begun to review yellow perch data more closely.

Even though yellow perch abundance overall does not seem to be increasing, forage gill net surveys suggested that good perch hatches occurred in 2013, 2017, and 2020. These perch likely provided or will provide (in the case of the 2020 year-class) some boost in the available food for walleye and other predators in the big lake, even if they are not able to survive to harvestable size for anglers or tribal members.

Researchers plan to continue monitoring the yellow perch population on Mille Lacs with an eye towards developing recommendations to promote long-term sustainability.

Falling perch data more closely. Yellow perch are recognized as an important part of the fish community in many places where walleye thrive. A yellow perch captured during a GLIFWC fishery survey on Lake Mille Lacs. (M. Luehring photo)
Determing the future of whitefish at Buffalo Reef
Larval adikameg surveys provide clues

By Ben Michaels, GLIFWC Fisheries Biologist

During spring and summer 2021, Great Lakes section staff, in partnership with the United States Geological Survey and Keweenaw Bay Indian Community, implemented a multi-year study aimed at determining the effects of mining waste material (stamp sand) on relative abundance, growth, and diet for larval whitefish at Buffalo Reef in Lake Superior’s Grand Traverse Bay. Biologists seek to better understand the importance of Buffalo Reef regarding the number of whitefish, or adikameg in the Ojibwe language, that the reef produces and contributes to the Keweenaw Bay fishery.

To accomplish these objectives, crews deployed very fine-meshed surface trawls (Figure 2), which are designed to catch larval fish and zooplankton at a range of depth strata (10 to 40 ft) across different locations around the Keweenaw Peninsula. There were very few larval whitefish observed in the trawl samples that were collected throughout the sampling period; however, crews were able to capture hundreds of the elusive larval fish using seines (Figure 3) in the very nearshore (< 4 ft) sandy areas (Figure 1). It’s unclear why so few larval whitefish were observed in the trawl samples, but it’s possible that they exclusively inhabit very shallow depths during the summer.

Growth and diets of larval whitefish obtained from Buffalo Reef are being analyzed and compared to those that were collected from other locations around the Keweenaw peninsula; biologists hypothesize that larval fish growth will be reduced near Buffalo Reef due to the presence of toxic stamp sand and its associated negative impact on the zooplankton community. Additionally, fish ear bones, or otoliths, will be extracted from larval whitefish so that their chemical composition can be determined. If the chemical composition of larval whitefish otoliths sampled on Buffalo Reef differ from those taken near other reefs around the peninsula, then biologists can use that unique chemical signature to determine the proportion of fish observed in the commercial fishery that were produced on Buffalo Reef.

The future of whitefish in Grand Traverse Bay is unclear, but with the constant ecological threat from stamp sands, the prospect of maintaining a self-sustaining, thriving whitefish population remains in peril. Data collected from this study and other studies is helping to inform various stakeholders about the ecological and economic ramifications associated with the presence of stamp sand. This has helped spur action to implement work to mitigate the impacts of stamp sands and protect Buffalo Reef.

Currently, a Buffalo Reef Task Force is working to find a permanent solution to keep the stamp sands from continuing to cover the shoreline and the near shore Buffalo Reef. This effort to save Buffalo Reef will need funding from both public and private organizations to ensure that the reefs capacity to provide fish into the future is not further or completely negated. See DNR—Saving Buffalo Reef (michigan.gov) for more information on what you can do to help save Buffalo Reef.

Figure 1. Locations where trawling and/or beach seining for larval whitefish occurred during spring and summer 2021.

Figure 2. Mike Johnson and Joslyn Beaulieu-Newago deploy trawls (one for zooplankton and the other for larval fish) off the back of GLIFWC’s assessment boat at Bete Grise, located near the northern tip of the Keweenaw Peninsula. (CO Rasmussen photo)

Figure 3. Mike Johnson, GLIFWC Great Lakes Section Intern, pulls a beach seine through the water in Grand Traverse Bay, near Buffalo Reef, in the hopes of capturing larval whitefish. In recent years, GLIFWC biologists have noticed declines in larval whitefish abundance in this area which may be related to the presence of nearby stamp sand.
Great Lakes initiatives bridge knowledge systems

By Hannah Arbuckle
GLIFWC Outreach Coordinator

The bridging of Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) with other knowledge systems is becoming increasingly acknowledged as a key factor in the successful management, healing, and protection of the Great Lakes. TEK and other knowledge systems are often able to complement each other, and provide more holistic ways of viewing Great Lakes waters and ecosystems, spot upcoming issues, and analyze possible solutions. One school of thought on this collaboration terms it “two-eyed seeing,” while another describes it as braiding knowledges. There are several initiatives around the Great Lakes that demonstrate the ways in which such braiding is occurring across jurisdictions.

It is important to note that TEK is only one component of Indigenous knowledge systems. Overall knowledge held by Indigenous peoples includes environmental, socio-economic, cultural, and other elements that are practiced within indigenous communities. There are many names that these knowledge systems are called by, including TEK, indigenous knowledge, and native science.

In the winter of 2020-21, staff from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reached out to GLIFWC to collaborate on an Ojibwe language weather poster. The project’s goal is to introduce Ojibwe ways of understanding weather and to mesh that in visual form with western science perspectives. The poster will include Ojibwe stories, language, and knowledge accompanied with western science figures and information provided by NOAA. In addition, the poster will include an Anishinaabe artist’s perspective of the significant relationship between Anishinaabe and the weather.

The International Joint Commission (IJC) is currently undertaking several efforts to further understand how TEK and western science can be bridged in their routine science efforts. In April 2021, the IJC hosted a virtual Indigenous Knowledge Gathering, attended by Indigenous knowledge holders, academics, scientists, water resources practitioners, students, IJC staff, and other experts. In addition to listening to the perspectives and teachings of other panelists, GLIFWC staff shared “A Tribal Climate Adaptation Menu,” which they developed with other partners, as a tool to assist in integrating TEK, culture and perspectives with western science in climate adaptation projects.

IJC presenter and Keweenaw Bay tribal member Jerry Andreson noted: “When we just use the English language to communicate these things, there is an inherent hierarchy that’s built in. Words matter, and languages matter, and how you speak about things matters. We really wanted to try to create this air of parity, equality, and equity between human beings and non-human beings that share the space with us: relatives, not resources.”

The Indigenous Knowledge Gathering highlighted the importance of bridging knowledge systems, and how creating tools that do so is vital in achieving this goal. In addition, a workgroup is working to develop a project to help provide guidance to the IJC Commissioners on how to bridge knowledge systems in their routine assessments.

On May 18th, 2021, IJC Canadian Commissioner Henry Lickers, a member of the Seneca Nation Turtle Clan and scientist, delivered a keynote address titled “Bridging Knowledge Systems” at the International Association for Great Lakes Research virtual conference. He explained that TEK and western science are similar in that they both use scientific methods such as observation, experimentation, and validation. He believes that the way to successfully bridge knowledge systems is to follow the Haudenosaunee Great Way to Peace, which requires a balance of respect, equity, and empowerment.

The U.S. Caucus of the TEK Task Team, under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement is reinvigorating its efforts to support the integration of knowledge systems in work that is being done to protect and restore the Great Lakes under the Agreement. The overarching goal of the U.S. Caucus is to support the inclusion of TEK in interjurisdictional efforts to restore and protect the chemical, biological, and physical health of the waters and ecosystems of the Great Lakes.

The recent release of “Guidance Document on Traditional Ecological Knowledge Pursuant to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement” provides information on how management agencies around the Great Lakes (see Great Lakes initiatives, page 20)

Sea lamprey control season targets juvenile and spawning adult parasites

By Bill Mattes, GLIFWC Great Lakes Section Leader

As soon as ice left the streams in early March, GLIFWC’s Great Lakes Section and the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Natural Resources Department crews were pulling on chest waders, working the Wisconsin and Michigan tributaries to Lake Superior. The focus from March to April was to capture sea lampreys migrating downstream.

Lampreys migrate from Lake Superior to Lake Superior during the fall and spring. Once in the lake, they attach to and feed upon fish. The downstream trapping is done in cooperation with the USFWS Sea Lamprey Control Program, and the USGS Hammond Bay Station are part of a larger initiative to look at the efficiency of supplemental ways to reduce sea lamprey numbers in streams.

The primary control to reduce the number of larval sea lampreys is lamparicide applications, which target and kill up to 90% of larval sea lampreys in streams flowing into the Great Lakes.

To learn more supplemental control, visit the Great Lakes Fishery Commission website at glfc.org/supplemental-controls.php.

The waters warmed in April, and the focus of downstream trapping to trapping adult sea lampreys ascending the streams to spawn and die.

Adult sea lampreys are trapped, a portion are marked and released to be recaptured, and the remainder are exterminated. This mark-recapture work allows biologists to estimate their abundance and track the effectiveness of the overall sea lamprey control program, administered by the Great Lakes Fishery Commission, in the Great Lakes.

Publications from the 3rd Sea Lamprey International Symposium are currently being released as open access articles. Journal of Great Lakes Research Supplement on Sea Lamprey International Symposium III (SLIS III) ScienceDirect.com by Elsevier. Recently, an article entitled “Sea Lamprey Control in the Great Lakes: A Tribal/First Nations Representative’s Perspective” was completed by GLIFWC Biologist Bill Mattes and coauthor Jane Kitson, which addresses how the Sea Lamprey Control Program may move toward bridging knowledge systems (see related article).

For more information on the control of sea lampreys in the Great Lakes visit Great Lakes Fishery Commission—Sea Lamprey (glfc.org).

Clockwise from left: Adult sea lamprey from the Brule River trap fill a 55-gallon tub. A larval sea lamprey captured during springtime downstream trapping on the upper Marenisco river. Downstream trapping fyke-nets set on the Marenisco River at the Four-Corners road crossing. (B. Mattes photos)
Indigenous knowledge on the healing nature of fire featured in new film

The smoke in the air this summer serves as a reminder that fire is a natural and unavoidable phenomenon throughout the Great Lakes region. For thousands of years, fire has artfully shaped the landscape we enjoy today, which in turn has provided diverse forests, ample fresh water and quality habitat for wildlife.

In the early 1900s however, as this region became further developed and settled, fire came to be seen as the enemy, ‘destroying’ forest resources, property, and even taking lives. Federal and state agency fire suppression policies created a shift in mindset from living with fire towards excluding all fire, which has resulted in a deterioration in forest health. Tree and vegetative density has increased, leading to pest and disease pressures and increased fuel loads, loss of biodiversity, and changes to forest types and nutrient cycling.

In order to restore a healthy balance with fire in our forests, many fire practitioners are looking to Indigenous knowledge on the use of intentional, periodic low-intensity fires. That story is told in the soon-to-be-released short film—Oshkigin: Spirit of Fire. The film features Vern Northrup, a retired Bureau of Indian Affairs wildland firefighter and elder of the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa who remembers early in his career the sage advice that not all fire is bad. It reflects on his motivation to bring fire back in a thoughtful way to not only restore fire-adapted landscapes but also the culture of his people.

Damon Panek, a National Park Service wildland firefighter, Ojibwe culture specialist, and White Earth Band of Chippewa member is also featured and highlights the importance of fire in maintaining Ojibwe culture and way of life by restoring the plants vital for food and healing.

Other contributors to the film include Melonee Montano with Fathom Tribal Fire LLC and tribal member of the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa and Lane Johnson, a research forester with the University of Minnesota Cloquet Forestry Center, which is located on the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Reservation. Their voices paint a picture of how fire has and will continue to shape the fire-dependent places and people of the Great Lakes region.

Created through support by the St. Louis County, Minnesota Firewise program and Dovetail Partners, the film was produced by Old Saw Media, a Duluth-based production company. Various screening events are planned to spark conversation and inspire future use of fire. The project team sincerely appreciates Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa and Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa for allowing footage for the film to be captured on their reserve lands.

Contact Tom Deschenes at tom@oldsawmedia.com or Gloria Erickson at gloria@dovetailinc.org to inquire about opportunities to host a screening of Oshkigin: Spirit of Fire. A trailer for the film can be viewed at Old Saw Media: oldsawmedia.com. —Ashley McFarland, Lane Johnson, & Tom Deschenes

Minocqua Chain of Lakes

(continued from page 6)

Based on this information, the tribes agreed to extend the ogaa harvest closure until 2025 and so did Wisconsin’s Natural Resources Board. During this time period, the goal is to meet the other rehabilitation goal of re-establishing natural reproduction, which likely includes new approaches to address the highly skewed sex ratio.

Biologists will continue to monitor the status of ogaa in these lakes and will recommend actions to achieve the agreed upon rehabilitation goals (i.e., science based stewardship). This may include extending a harvest closure beyond the sunset date or implement a conservative harvest regulation.

For Additional information on the updated rehabilitation plan contact GLIFWC biologists at 715-682-6619.

—Frank Bajenske & Savannah Obert-Pfeiffer, GLIFWC Interns and Aaron Shultz, GLIFWC Inland Fisheries Biologist

Figure 4. Male and female population estimates for the lakes in the chain.

Manoomin labels available

Smudging, the smoking of traditional pipes, and ceremonial fire at a sweat lodge are just a few examples of how ishkode is an integral part of ceremonies carried out by the Ojibwe people.

Tribal members of GLIFWC tribes are eligible to receive 25 FREE manoomin bags and labels. Bags are food safe and can be sealed with a common Food Saver™ heat sealer. Labels include up-to-date nutrition information in accordance with the new nutrition label requirements. To request bags and labels, call Owen Schwartz at (715) 682-6619 x2147. Please be prepared to provide tribal your ID number. (O. Schwartz photo)
Anishinaabe insights

Sport versus sustenance: Divergent views on hunting

Oshki-nitaagewin—First Kill Ceremony

By Michael Price
GLIFWC TEK Specialist

At GLIFWC, we recently had a discussion about oshki-nitaagewin, First Kill Ceremony, where a young hunter takes the life of an animal for the first time in order to provide food and sustenance for their family. This ceremony is practiced in most Anishinaabe communities. The young hunter is usually in his or her teens when this ceremony takes place, and an experienced adult, usually a parent or family member, takes the responsibility to guide the young person on their first hunt.

The Anishinaabe language reveals some in-depth insight into this tradition. “Oshki” refers to “young” or “new,” “nitaage” means “to kill or butcher,” but it also means “to mourn,” the suffix “win” converts a verb to a noun. In the Anishinaabe understanding, killing something for food and mourning its death are a verb to a noun. In the Anishinaabe understanding, killing something for food and mourning its death are intricately woven together in this word.

oshki—young/new; nitaage—to kill, butcher, or mourn;
win—converts verb to noun

In his book entitled Ojibway Heritage, Anishinaabe scholar and elder Basil Johnston presents the “Prayer for the Slain Deer,” which acknowledges the dependency that human beings have on the animal world, as well as all of creation, and the humility that the hunter should possess.

Divergent views on hunting

Omashkoozog back in Nagachiwanong?

Hey, you betcha!

By Seth Bichler
GLIFWC Policy Analyst

The Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa (Fond du Lac) has undertaken several years of study resulting in a new detailed plan on how to return elk (omashkooz) to a small portion of Minnesota—a region where they were extirpated along with other native species due to European colonization.

Nagachiwanong, or “where the water ends” describes the Fond du Lac homeland in the 1854 Ceded Territory, which includes the westernmost extent of the Lake Superior shore and the St. Louis River basin. Fond du Lac’s plan calls for elk to be reintroduced as early as 2025 if consultation with the State goes smoothly.

It is certain, elk never disappeared from the hearts of the Ojibwe people. “[E]lk have historically been, and continue to be, an intrinsic part of our culture and traditions.” said Fond du Lac Chair Kevin R. Dupuis Sr.

Beyond Minnesota, GLIFWC tribes played a critical part of a successful reintroduction of omashkooz into what is now called Wisconsin, near the Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation on the Chequamegon National Forest within the 1837 Ceded Territory.

The tribes have shared an equal part of the harvest of Wisconsin elk for several years now, although they chose to forego the right to take their half in 2020 due to precautionary concerns about harvest from what is still a relatively small herd. Another smaller elk herd was also established further south in Wisconsin, outside of the Ojibwe Ceded Territories in Ho-Chunk traditional territory.

Other eastern states such as Kentucky and Michigan have also successfully reintroduced elk into forested areas, bringing benefits such as increased tourism and hunting opportunities. Although the existing Minnesota herd was itself translocated from the Yellowstone ecosystem, prior to colonization, “[h]ere certainly were elk all the way to the East Coast,” Schrage said.

The plan outlined by Fond du Lac will require coordination with and approval by the Minnesota (see Omashkoozog, page 19)
As baapaagimaakoog succumbs to infestations, GLIFWC, tribes honor trees' cultural role

Emerald ash borer emerges in Iron County, Wisconsin

Destructive forest invasive continues to chew its way into the northwoods

By Steve Garzke, GLIFWC Invasive Species Coordinator

Last June, Iron County became the 60th county (of 72) in Wisconsin where an emerald ash borer (EAB) population has been found. This latest northwoods population was verified in June of this year by Department of Natural Resources Forest Health Specialist Linda Williams.

Williams was traveling past the site in Oma Township south of Hurley earlier in the year, when she noticed light-colored patches on the trunks of black ash trees, caused by woodpeckers pulling off pieces of outer bark to get to the delicious (to them) EAB larvae.

The EAB is a small, redish green beetle that’s native to eastern Asia, where it’s a minor parasite of several Asian ash (Fraxinus) species. It first became established in North America in the Detroit suburbs of Canton, Michigan in the early 1990s, probably as a hitchhiker in solid wood packing material.

Since then it has decimated ash trees across much of the eastern and central US and adjacent Canada. The EAB was first discovered in Wisconsin in the southeastern part of the state in 2008, and the first Minnesota population was found a year later in St. Paul.

Ash trees are a major component of northern hardwood and lowland forests across most of the Ojibwe Ceded Territory. The seeds of white ash (Fraxinus americana) and green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) are an important food source for birds ranging from pine grosbeaks to wood ducks, as well as small mammals and insects.

Ash leaves are eaten by deer and other mammals, and these plants provide habitat for insects, spiders, and other woodland birds. Several species of insects and mites depend exclusively on ash trees for their survival.

Black ash Baapaagimaak is the EAB’s favorite food. It also happens to be the most common tree in a hemlock and balsam forest community. As they transpire and grow, stands of black ash can be heavily infested by EAB larvae that feed on the trees and eventually kill them.

“Some of us might hunt and fish, but a lot of GLIFWC’s scientists don’t have that experience that comes from doing some of these traditional activities,” Gilbert said. "It builds camaraderie and establishes connections between staff.”

Earlier in the summer, Red Cliff artist Pat Kruise taught Bio staff how to harvest birch bark and make baskets. During the long months of COVID-19 isolation, many skills classes were accomplished virtually, oftentimes in Ojibwemowin.

Williams notes that travelers from southern Wisconsin and other places that are heavily infested with the EAB may not realize that the beetle is still absent from large areas of northern Wisconsin. The same is true for northern Minnesota and much of Upper Michigan. She recommends that landowners watch for woodpecker dicing in late winter, and take a closer look at and flecked trees for other signs of EAB.

These signs include progressive canopy thinning and disbud, cracking bark, and epicormic sprouts (also called “suckers” or “water sprouts”) on the trunk, which quickly appear as the tree struggles to stay alive.

One of the rare bits of good news in the EAB story is that the spread of the EAB into the northwoods has been significantly slower than many people had anticipated. Part of the reason may very well be that much of the general public have taken the warnings about moving untreated firewood to heart.

Travelers are urged to continue to only use firewood from local sources, in order to prevent the spread of emerald ash borer and other invasive forest insects and diseases as well.

Asian longhorned beetle, hemlock woolly adelgid, butternut canker, oak wilt, beech bark disease and other highly destructive forest invasive can all be carried on infested firewood.

Friends and coworkers joined GLIFWC Biological Services staff July 21 to process a black ash log. Staff took turns in pairs, pounding the logs and removing strips of wood. (CO Rasmussen photo)

Black ash, paper birch part of traditional skills training for Bio staff

By Charlie Otto Rasmussen, Editor

Odanah, Wis.—The rhythmic sounding pound of a stone striking wood rebounded off the walls of the historic preservation office, filling the courthouse of Chef Blackbird Center with the steady resonance of a one-two echo. Under a pop-up canopy on the cut grass, GLIFWC Biological Services staff worked in tandem, striking a base six-foot black ash log to break-up the connective layers between seasonal growth rings. The hard work of creating basket strips is underway.

Under the guidance Bad River Tribe’s April Stone, GLIFWC Bio staff were immersed in their latest skills training class—making black ash baskets from trees they harvested and processed themselves. It’s a program Division Head Jonathan Gilbert launched more than a year ago.

“In biology, scientists are really good at setting up a research activity by establishing seasons, quotas, the monitoring the harvest, and reviewing the post-harvest data,” said Gilbert, a 35-year GLIFWC vet. “Some of us might hunt and fish, but a lot of GLIFWC’s scientists don’t have that experience that comes from doing some of these traditional activities.”

The ash log originated from the wilds of Wisconsin’s Iron County Forest. Stone collaborated with County Forest Administrator Eric Peterson on a permit for the treaty-harvest of a pair of black ash trees that were heavily infested with the EAB. GLIFWC staff members were pulsed in the Tyler Forks bottoms on a sultry, July 7 and cut the trees, known as baapaagimaakoog in Ojibwe.

“The Bio staff really likes doing these things, find it really fascinating,” Gilbert said. "It builds camaraderie and establishes connections between staff.”

The black ash tree, baapaagimaak, provides the raw material for utility containers including pick baskets, hamp-style baskets as well as smaller decorative baskets. Baapaagimaak baskets can be found on top lines with fur harvesters in the winter and berry-picking plans in the summer. Well-cared for baskets are reported to last as long as 100 years.

Invasive Species Coordinator

Gikinoo’amaagewikwe (instructor) April Stone explains how pounding ash leaves are eaten by deer and other mammals, and these plants provide habitat for insects, spiders, and other woodland birds. Several species of insects and mites depend exclusively on ash trees for their survival. Black ash Baapaagimaak is the EAB’s favorite food. It also happens to be the most common tree in a hemlock and balsam forest community. As they transpire and grow, stands of black ash can be heavily infested by EAB larvae that feed on the trees and eventually kill them.

“The Bio staff really likes doing these things, find it really fascinating,” Gilbert said. "It builds camaraderie and establishes connections between staff.”

Earlier in the summer, Red Cliff artist Pat Kruise taught Bio staff how to harvest birch bark and make baskets. During the long months of COVID-19 isolation, many skills classes were accomplished virtually, oftentimes in Ojibwemowin.

Williams notes that travelers from southern Wisconsin and other places that are heavily infested with the EAB may not realize that the beetle is still absent from large areas of northern Wisconsin. The same is true for northern Minnesota and much of Upper Michigan. She recommends that landowners watch for woodpecker dicing in late winter, and take a closer look at and flecked trees for other signs of EAB.

These signs include progressive canopy thinning and disbud, cracking bark, and epicormic sprouts (also called “suckers” or “water sprouts”) on the trunk, which quickly appear as the tree struggles to stay alive.

One of the rare bits of good news in the EAB story is that the spread of the EAB into the northwoods has been significantly slower than many people had anticipated. Part of the reason may very well be that much of the general public have taken the warnings about moving untreated firewood to heart.

Travelers are urged to continue to only use firewood from local sources, in order to prevent the spread of emerald ash borer and other invasive forest insects and diseases as well.

Asian longhorned beetle, hemlock woolly adelgid, butternut canker, oak wilt, beech bark disease and other highly destructive forest invasive can all be carried on infested firewood.
Healing Circle helps reconnect communities, provides for individuals

By Charlie Otto Rasmussen, Editor

Children, women, and men—some 300 strong—came together in July for the spirit-restorative gathering, GLIFWC’s Healing Circle Run (HCR). Marking its 21st season the summertime standard linked 10 Ojibwe communities as participants carried ceremonial staffs along the highways of Wisconsin, Upper Michigan, and Minnesota.

“The people that came out seemed really hungry for miles, hungry for healing, hungry for doing things in a good way,” said Jenny Krueger-Bear, an HCR organizer and administrator in GLIFWC’s Biological Services Division.

Healing Circle is variously a run and a walk, each contributor establishing their own pace over the 665-mile distance. But ultimately, it is a prayer. Participants carry carved wooden staffs, unique items consecrated over a dozen years leading into the first Healing Circle Run in 2001.

Staffs from the boatlanding protest-era Peace Runs, Waabanong Run, and Mikwendaagoziwag Run, adorned with ribbon, feather, and meaning, are carried on the rural stretches of Ceded Territory roadways connecting Ojibwe reservations. Each day begins and ends with a ceremony and talking circle where people exchange fears, aspirations, and oftentimes very personal feelings as they clasp the 7-foot staff, Mitiginaabe.

“It’s a setting where people share things, share details about their lives in confidence,” said Miles Falck, a GLIFWC biologist who is keeper of Mitiginaabe throughout the year. “Sometimes its seeking healing for themselves, for family members, for ma’iingan, or for the earth, aki. It’s where all the challenges a person faces or sees in the world can be addressed.”

With uncertainty whether the COVID-19 pandemic would force another virtual HCR as in summer 2020, GLIFWC staff ended up with a short planning window going into the July 10 start date. Falck and Krueger-Bear led a group that included Dan Soulier, Phoebe Kebec, and Kristen Thannum to work on logistics. Once they determined that improved COVID-19 conditions would allow for in-person interaction, HCR details came together quickly, moved along by guidance from Neil Kmiecik, who founded Healing Circle with the late Jim Schlender Sr. (see HCR, page 15)
In total, 16 core runners—including Kmiecik and brother Gary, or Kemo—completed the entire circuit, which started and ended at Pipestone Falls on the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe Reservation. Falck said the run’s founding maxim, “each step is a prayer,” permeated each day, and was diffused through each footstep taken across the Ceded Territory.

“This isn’t so much an event as it is a way for people to make a deeper connection with the world and with others,” Falck said. “COVID has really isolated people over the last year-and-a-half. There have been some tough community losses, elders, from COVID-19. I think a lot of people really welcomed the opportunity to be together.”

Healing begins with the individual.
As a person heals, they can help their family to heal. As communities heal, they can help their nations to heal.
As individuals, families, communities, and nations heal, they can help Aki and our planet and animal relatives to heal.
By studying ma’iinganag (wolves) for many years, researchers have learned a lot about how they communicate with each other. Wolves can use vocalizations, or sounds, to communicate feelings or situations, but they also position their body parts in ways that provide information to other wolves.

**Vocalization**

In a way, wolves have their own language. They use specific vocalizations in different situations to communicate with other wolves, and with other species, like humans—for example, when they bark at humans approaching their den of pups. This “language” is made of sounds rather than words—mostly howling and growling. Wolves use three common types of howls: chorus howls, lone howls, and bark howls.

**Chorus howls** take place when multiple wolves in a pack howl together. This kind of howling is used for socializing with other wolves and also for locating distant pack members. Wolves also use chorus howls to ask for the location of a pack member. Another purpose for chorus howling is that it can keep away other wolf packs from the territory. The wolves in a pack can change their pitches while chorus howling. It can make their pack seem larger and convince neighboring packs that there are too many wolves to compete with for more territory. (It’s like a warning). And sometimes, it seems to be just for fun.

**Lone howls** refer to a single wolf howling alone. They are used to find other wolves or packs in the area for several reasons—for instance, finding a mate or locating the pack if a wolf becomes separated.

**Bark howls** are described as alternating between howls and barks, and they are typically used when a wolf is feeling threatened. The bark howl is a type of “final warning” to whatever is threatening the wolf. Wolves can use growling for a similar purpose—either to threaten, or to give a warning to whatever threatens them. Growling can be used to tell another wolf not to do something. Growling and other vocal cues are used during dominance-play behavior or when a wolf is claiming food.

(see Ma’iingan, page 22)

**Search-A-Word**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Tail</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I want to play”</td>
<td>Ears forward play grin</td>
<td>Up and wagging</td>
<td>“Play Bow”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“You are my leader; you are my superior”</td>
<td>Head lowered ears back tense grin eyes averted</td>
<td>Down—often tucked between hind legs</td>
<td>Fur is flat to make itself look smaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am the leader”</td>
<td>Head high ears forward relaxed direct stare</td>
<td>Held high</td>
<td>Fur fluffed, animal is relaxed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Don’t hurt me, I don’t want to fight.”</td>
<td>Head down ears back mouth closed eyes averted</td>
<td>Low—often tucked</td>
<td>Animal rolls on back and shows his belly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ear placement also has meaning for wolves. Researchers have studied ear positions enough to get a basic idea of a canine’s mood or intentions by looking at the ears. The ears forward wolf is alert and serious.

A tail held high is a good indicator of confidence—it is typical in a dominant male or female, and observed in lower-ranking members occasionally.

Ma’iinganag use different sounds to communicate with each other.
Ojibwemotaadiwag Anishinaabewakiing. They speak Ojibwe to each other in Indian Country.


(Greetings everyone! It is fall. Do you all know a warden (male) or a warden (female)? You should greet them. Please, “Many thanks!” They help those people, fish, animals, birds. In the woods, when we all are on the water, they help all of us. And first, you all should read the regulations. Do you go fishing? Do you hunt? Understand your clan. Listen to those Elders. You’re living the right kind of the good life. You! Please say, “Many thanks!” They help those people, fish, animals, birds. In the woods, when we all are on the water, they help all of us. And first, you all should read the regulations. Do you go fishing? Do you hunt? Understand your clan.

You all be well! Also, let’s all speak Ojibwemowin!)
Hybrid internships, LTE positions help provide valuable experience for students

By Bailey Sefeldt, PIO Summer Intern

This summer brought a host of young workers to GLIFWC offices with their sights on the future. They go by interns, limited-term employees (LTEs), and grad students, but they all came to work with staff to gather valuable experience for their future careers.

More than just the 8th rendition of a Commission-wide summer internship program, these employees are a grab bag of college-aged workers that came to learn and grow in their field through a combination of remote and in-person experiences. They come from universities across the country, from a variety of backgrounds and degree programs, to spend their summers working with GLIFWC.

This year’s summer internship program brought two Inland Fisheries Section interns. Savannah Obert-Pfeiffer is a junior at Michigan Technological University, studying Sustainability Science and Society. She said she enjoyed her time at GLIFWC learning about many applications and opportunities in her field of study. In addition to working with the Inland team on a Comparative Walleye Recruitment study, she also helped the Great Lakes team in setting gill nets for their Siscowet study. She was excited to be able to participate in person, when she expected the internship to be mainly remote. She looks forward to finding more opportunities to explore the field of sustainability science in her future. As school resumes, she is excited to play on the Rugby team.

Franklin Bajenske graduated from Northland College last May with a degree in Fisheries and Wildlife Ecology. During his time as an Inland Fisheries Section intern, he enjoyed the opportunity to build on his knowledge of fisheries science through field work. He was excited to finally ride onboard an electrofishing boat and spend his summer outdoors. This summer has mostly had him working on the Mille Lacs Acoustic Telemetry Project, collecting and analyzing data about fishery movements. In his free time, he enjoys playing Frisbee and fishing.

Augustin Rasmussen is a junior at UW-Superior, studying Exercise Science and Public Health. After graduation he’s considering pursuing graduate studies in physical therapy or nutrition. This summer he interned with the Planning & Development Division, working on a presentation about the health benefits of harvesting traditional indigenous foods. He’s been able to learn more about Native American culture and foods and apply his knowledge of health to uncover how an indigenous diet can create a healthy lifestyle. He enjoys the outdoors and has an indigenous diet can create a healthy lifestyle.

The Climate Change Program welcomed graduate student Matt Munns to assist with several projects, including the phenology calendar and the GLIFWC Member Tribe Climate Change Assessment Survey. Matt studies Environmental Conservation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He has previously collaborated with GLIFWC in a sea lamprey management project, which led to the development of his current internship. His favorite part of the experience has been learning about Anishinaabe history and perspectives on conservation and connecting with people that share his passion.

Jenny Oren has almost completed her Master’s degree in Environmental Conservation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Nelson Institute. Jenny’s project this summer focused on creating communication materials about Ojibwe perspectives on ma’tingan (wolf). Her favorite part of the summer was visiting in-person events like the Healing Circle Run and experiencing the importance of community firsthand. She is currently working with Wisconsin’s Green Fire, a position which allows her to stay involved with GLIFWC and wolf-related issues in Wisconsin.

Lisa Fink partnered with GLIFWC on a project to understand the member tribes’ perspectives on invasive species. She is a PhD candidate at the University of Oregon studying Environmental Science. She found GLIFWC through an online webinar held by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, where she heard about the Internships program.

The Public Information Office welcomed two summer interns. Morgan Coleman spent much of her summer internship working on the Sea Grant project, creating a website with educational resources for Ojibwe children’s books, and developing a children’s book to teach young people about the Great Lakes region. She begins her Master’s in English at the University of St. Thomas in September, and she loves the field of English for the way literature can be interpreted differently depending on one’s own background and experiences. She enjoys writing and performing onstage in choir and theater.

I am the second Public Information Office intern. This summer I mainly worked on the Mazina’igan publication, adding keywords to the Mazina’igan archive, writing articles for this edition, and updating the mailing lists to reduce waste. I also worked on some additional projects for the Division of Intergovernmental Affairs, looking through agendas of meetings regarding the Memorandum of Understanding, and compiled documents of conservation codes from tribes outside of GLIFWC. I am an enrolled member of the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community, and going into my senior year at UW-Eau Claire, studying English and Spanish language. I love language and the way it allows people to communicate in such complex ways, and I love examining the impact language has on culture.

The Public Information Office welcomed two summer interns. Morgan Coleman spent much of her summer internship working on the Sea Grant project, creating a website with educational resources for Ojibwe children’s books, and developing a children’s book to teach young people about the Great Lakes region. She begins her Master’s in English at the University of St. Thomas in September, and she loves the field of English for the way literature can be interpreted differently depending on one’s own background and experiences. She enjoys writing and performing onstage in choir and theater.

The Climate Change Program welcomed graduate student Matt Munns to assist with several projects, including the phenology calendar and the GLIFWC Member Tribe Climate Change Assessment Survey. Matt studies Environmental Conservation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He has previously collaborated with GLIFWC in a sea lamprey management project, which led to the development of his current internship. His favorite part of the experience has been learning about Anishinaabe history and perspectives on conservation and connecting with people that share his passion.

Jenny Oren has almost completed her Master’s degree in Environmental Conservation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Nelson Institute. Jenny’s project this summer focused on creating communication materials about Ojibwe perspectives on ma’tingan (wolf). Her favorite part of the summer was visiting in-person events like the Healing Circle Run and experiencing the importance of community firsthand. She is currently working with Wisconsin’s Green Fire, a position which allows her to stay involved with GLIFWC and wolf-related issues in Wisconsin.

Lisa Fink partnered with GLIFWC on a project to understand the member tribes’ perspectives on invasive species. She is a PhD candidate at the University of Oregon studying Environmental Science. She found GLIFWC through an online webinar held by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, where she heard about the Internships program.

The Public Information Office welcomed two summer interns. Morgan Coleman spent much of her summer internship working on the Sea Grant project, creating a website with educational resources for Ojibwe children’s books, and developing a children’s book to teach young people about the Great Lakes region. She begins her Master’s in English at the University of St. Thomas in September, and she loves the field of English for the way literature can be interpreted differently depending on one’s own background and experiences. She enjoys writing and performing onstage in choir and theater.

The Climate Change Program welcomed graduate student Matt Munns to assist with several projects, including the phenology calendar and the GLIFWC Member Tribe Climate Change Assessment Survey. Matt studies Environmental Conservation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He has previously collaborated with GLIFWC in a sea lamprey management project, which led to the development of his current internship. His favorite part of the experience has been learning about Anishinaabe history and perspectives on conservation and connecting with people that share his passion.

Jenny Oren has almost completed her Master’s degree in Environmental Conservation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Nelson Institute. Jenny’s project this summer focused on creating communication materials about Ojibwe perspectives on ma’tingan (wolf). Her favorite part of the summer was visiting in-person events like the Healing Circle Run and experiencing the importance of community firsthand. She is currently working with Wisconsin’s Green Fire, a position which allows her to stay involved with GLIFWC and wolf-related issues in Wisconsin.

Lisa Fink partnered with GLIFWC on a project to understand the member tribes’ perspectives on invasive species. She is a PhD candidate at the University of Oregon studying Environmental Science. She found GLIFWC through an online webinar held by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, where she heard about the Internships program.

The Public Information Office welcomed two summer interns. Morgan Coleman spent much of her summer internship working on the Sea Grant project, creating a website with educational resources for Ojibwe children’s books, and developing a children’s book to teach young people about the Great Lakes region. She begins her Master’s in English at the University of St. Thomas in September, and she loves the field of English for the way literature can be interpreted differently depending on one’s own background and experiences. She enjoys writing and performing onstage in choir and theater.
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and calls for some elk to be moved gradually from their current range in far northwestern Minnesota. Because that area is largely dedicated to agricultural land use, the herd there reproduces quickly, and consequently a large percentage must be culled annually by state-licensed hunters to keep the animals within strict numerical limits.

The current plan calls for several years of capture and transport of small numbers of elk from existing Minnesota herds to establish a new herd in the Fond du Lac State Forest and on the reservation itself.

Eventually, according to Schrage, that herd could provide a sustainable food source for subsistence treaty-hunters both on and off-reservation as well as hunting opportunities for non-Indian hunters off the reservation.

Fond du Lac has been very deliberate and methodical in creating its plan to reintroduce omashkooz into the Nagachawanong region. In many ways, the area is well-suited for an elk herd because so much of it is public land and heavily forested. The tribe made sure to gauge public opinion, both tribal and otherwise, in northeast Minnesota before submitting its plan to the Minnesota DNR and found widespread support for the cause.

Cooperation and coordination with the DNR will be an essential part of a successful reintroduction since the animals must ultimately reside both on and off-reservation to have a chance at long-term herd viability. “Fdl will not get elk out of northwest Minnesota without Minnesota DNR buy-in,” commented Schrage.

One justification for sourcing elk from within Minnesota is to reduce the risk of chronic wasting disease (CWD) being spread into the Ceded Territories. This disease, according to Schrage, is “silent g in “phlegm.”

Disasterous wolf policy

Despite clarification from state wildlife researchers, members of the DNR Board—as well as anti-wolf organizations—continue to claim that a 1999 Wisconsin wolf management plan allows hunters to drive down ma’iingan numbers to 350 animals. That threshold—established when the state’s small wolf population was still early in its recovery—was only instituted to trigger a suite of management considerations, including lethal controls for wolves that depredate on livestock, and a hunting and trapping season. DNR management, however, remained indifferent.

“I’m outraged by the management’s decision to keep Wisconsin’s wolf population at a deadly low number of 350 wolves,” said John Hoag, the Band’s Reservation Business Committee Constitution Officer and the Band’s chief of staff. “This will have an adverse impact on the Band’s wildlife and our economy.”

The Band’s Reservation Business Committee believes restoring a wild elk population to areas where band members retain their historic treaty rights is in the Band’s best interest,” said Chairman Ronaldo "Ronnie" Schrage.

“The board showed a real lack of respect for tribal communities, for ma’iingan,” said Johnson, who also provided testimony during the August 11 meeting. “Ma’iingan is a clan animal, a central figure in the Anishinaabe creation story, and cherished as a relative, or family member, to many native people.

Ojibwe bands are evaluating their options and plan to respond with a wolf declaration shortly. For tribes, the best use of wolves comes in the form of live animals on the land, helping to enhance and maintain healthy ecosystems. The Voigt Intertribal Task Force develops policy recommendations for GLIFWC-member tribes in the 1837 and 1842 Ceded Territories. Please visit glifwc.org for more information.

GLIFWC internships

GLIFWC internships from GLIFWC’s TEK Outreach Specialist, Melonene Montano. She has enjoyed connecting with people and the beautiful Great Lakes region, and learning about indigenous attitudes towards invasive species.

Finally, Lydia Host (not pictured) is a graduate student at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Since her graduation in 2016 from Tufts University with a degree in English Literature, she has worked in food service; on projects for early childhood education in Pottstown and Union City, PA; and on housing insecurity and public art in Philadelphia. In the past six months, she has had the privilege of working with GLIFWC to study groundwater governance and management among Tribes in the Great Lakes Basin. Her favorite color is purple, her favorite fruit is the raspberry, and her favorite letter is the silent g in “phlegm.”

GLIFWC would like to say chi-miigwech to all students who worked with us this summer.

Morgan Coleman contributed to this article.
Finding mino-bimaadiziwin: A view from New York to Wisconsin

By Yaz Liow for Mazina’igan

The good life instills a sense of awareness, gratitude, and understanding. Everything happens for a reason, no matter how negative the experience may seem at the time. I listened to an elder chuckle about the time someone threw stones at him. Initially frustrated and angry, he soon softened up. “The rocks are our grandfathers,” he explained. “How nice of them to visit me.”

I returned home more mindful of myself and others. Wisconsin reframed my thinking to be more community oriented. Mino-bimaadiziwin may seem incompatible with city life, but I think they go hand in hand. A “successful” life is meaningless without intention and community. No doubt it’s more difficult to speak to the concrete streets than a forest floor, yet they both came from the same earth. The same earth that I come from, and the same earth I will forever be a part of.

Editor’s note: Liow is an incoming first-year at Yale University. They hope to pursue a major in Classics or Comparative Literature.

Waawaashkeshi

(continued from page 5)
Additional ways to sample hunter-harvested deer

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan state DNRs will also be conducting CWD surveillance and offering CWD testing for deer hunters in those states. It is best to check with the local state DNR biologist or visit the DNR CWD website to get the most up-to-date information on CWD testing locations.

Tribal members who get their deer tested through state CWD testing programs will generally receive their results in 1—2 weeks. Testing through GLIFWC can take about two weeks, depending on the location of the registration station and time of year. Test results may take longer during and immediately after the state gun deer seasons when most samples are sent to the diagnostic laboratories. Some individual tribal communities might also be offering CWD testing for their members, so be sure to check with your tribal natural resources department for more information.

Great Lakes initiatives

(continued from page 9)
The Great Lakes can support the bridging of TEK with their actions. Members of the U.S. Caucus are beginning to explore the best ways to connect the activities under the Agreement with appropriate TEK. While these are just a few of recent initiatives around the Great Lakes to bolster the role TEK plays in interjurisdictional Great Lakes management, they show that governments and intergovernmental bodies are recognizing its importance and working to understand how all knowledge systems can be utilized.

Oshki-nitaagewin

(continued from page 11)
passage of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. Today, in 2021, this idea of killing animals for sport was displayed in Wisconsin by the controversial wolf hunt which had little to do with conservation science or ethics.

From an Anishinaabe perspective, there should be a certain level of sorrow and humility in the process of killing an animal for sustenance. Hunting can be a highly emotional experience for some and an exhilarating experience for others. This is why oshki-nitaagewin—First Kill Ceremony—is an integral part of Anishinaabe well-being, Mino-bimaadiziwin.
Upper Michigan students explore healing through art

By Bailey Seefeldt, PIO Summer Intern

Baraga, Mich.—At Keweenaw Bay Ojibwa Community College (KBOCC), students are preparing for future careers while connecting with their community and heritage. This past spring, KBOCC students were offered the opportunity to learn new skills and create beautiful art to demonstrate how art is an act of healing. Funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, the project is entitled Great Lakes Indigenous Arts, Education, and Healing project, or GLIAEH, and its purpose is to inspire young indigenous people to embrace the healing properties of creating art.

Students were invited to join up to four workshops centered around practical applications of art, healing, and entrepreneurship skills. GLIAEH was created in collaboration with the Northern Michigan University’s (NMU) Center for Native American Studies, and the NMU School of Art and Design. Indigenous students from both NMU and KBOCC participated in workshops to build skills and a greater understanding of their cultural connection to art and healing.

One workshop, taught by Ojibwe artist Michelle Reed, provided students with materials and instruction to create their own hide dolls dressed in regalia. April Lindala, GLIAEH Project Lead and Professor of Native American Studies, said that hide dolls had been a part of the plans since the very first idea of the GLIAEH project.

“When [Michelle] and I were young, we never saw a lot of dolls that looked like us; representation matters. To be a young girl and see a doll that looks like you and wears an outfit that reflects culture is significant,” Lindala said. Creating these dolls was no quick task. The workshop was held over six days with around 30 hours of worktime. Still, each student who participated now has a handmade hide doll, and the accomplishment of having created something beautiful.

Another workshop, taught by Ojibwe artist Racanne Madison, featured instruction on creating cradleboards, as well as information about their cultural significance. They’re known for a rich history and represent traditional values surrounding raising children.

Additionally, KBOCC’s Business Chairperson Megan Haataja held a workshop on art and entrepreneurship. In this workshop, students learned about the intersections of art and business, and learned about the steps of creating and sustaining a successful business. KBOCC’s Terry DeRoocher-Lerma taught a workshop directed towards art and healing in indigenous communities. Participants compared the different ways cultural artifacts and artistic practices have been valued in Euro-American communities versus indigenous communities. Students were encouraged to pursue their own research into the ways in which different cultures interact with art and healing practices.

These workshops were all offered remotely online, and the hide doll and cradleboard workshops also welcomed students to work in a socially distanced studio space if they desired. The GLIAEH project was intended to be held in summer of 2020, but the global pandemic forced organizers to delay the workshops and restructure the program to be successful in a safe manner.

After the workshops, students were invited to share photos of their work on the GLIAEH project gallery. To see more student work and read more about the project, visit art.nmu.edu/gliaeh/gallery.html.

Michelle Reed demonstrates how to prepare hide for cutting accessories for the hide dolls regalia. (art.nmu.edu/gliaeh/gallery.html photos)

Call for artists

GLIFWC’s Public Information office is looking for Ojibwe artists to work on upcoming posters, and other projects (i.e. booklet covers, floral designs, etc.). If you are interested in working with us, please email pio@glifwc.org.

State park hunts

(continued from page 3)

December 1-5: Mille Lacs Band and Fond du Lac Band

Fond du Lac Band hunters frequently participate in the hunts, while St. Croix Tribe members also travel the short distance from the Danbury, Wis. area to pursue white-tailed deer at St. Croix State Park. Several youth-only hunts are also available at St. Croix and Banning State Parks as well. Apart from special seasons, hunting is prohibited within Minnesota state parks, allowing deer densities to increase until special hunts are scheduled.

For tribal members interested in joining these state park hunts, see your local registration station clerk. Permits are generally available the week prior to each scheduled hunt.

—C. Rasmussen
The Great Lakes and Ojibwe culture are intertwined on many levels. Understanding the land and the lakes is crucial to understanding Ojibwe cultural identity. Teaching children about this connection early can help them become educated citizens and activists.

To help connect educators and parents to quality reading material, a children’s guide to the Great Lakes and a website with educational resources for Ojibwe children’s books will be available this fall. For a sneak peek, check out this list of featured books.

Joanne Robertson’s *The Water Walker* is the true story of Josephine Mandamin, an Anishinaabe water activist who helped found the Mother Earth Water Walkers in 2003. The book follows Nokomis (Grandmother) Josephine as she walks countless miles to raise awareness for the water. Robertson introduces children to some basic Ojibwemowin vocabulary, as well as the issues facing water and what we can do to help. Nokomis serves as an inspiring example of indigenous activism for kids to look up to.

Recent Pulitzer Prize winner Louise Erdrich’s *The Birchbark House* follows a young girl named Omakayas, or Little Frog, through a year in her life on Mooningwanekanning, the Island of the Golden-Breasted Woodpecker—what we now know as Madeline Island in Lake Superior. Omakayas is a wonderful narrator, and her story illustrates the importance of personal relationships with the natural world.

Gordon Regguinti’s *The Sacred Harvest: Ojibway Wild Rice Gathering* is an honest look at how the ancient Ojibwe practice of wild rice gathering carries on today. Following an Ojibwe family on Leech Lake, a young boy named Glenn goes ricing for the first time. Regguinti explains the process as well as the historical and cultural significance of wild rice in Ojibwe culture in an easy-to-understand fashion.

GLIFWC’s *Growing Up Ojibwe* is a great introduction to many aspects of Ojibwe culture, told from the perspective of a 15-year-old Ojibwe boy named Tommy Sky. Learn about spearfishing, lacrosse, wild rice, the Ojibwe language, and more! This book serves as a great educational resource for those who may be new to Ojibwe culture.

**Editor’s note:** GLIFWC/Sea Grant Intern Morgan Coleman is a recent graduate of the University of Wisconsin-River Falls, and she will be starting her Master’s degree at the University of St. Thomas this fall. Coleman drew from experiences earning an English degree to review and compile literary resources on Great Lakes Ojibwe.
Load up the ricing canoe!
Lisa David sails into retirement

Lisa Dlutkowski arrived at GLIFWC in 1993, taking on the role of the agency’s first Michi-
gan Ceded Territory Biologist. She went on to build a family and embraced key development roles in the 1999 Wild Rice Research & Management Symposium and 2000 Manoomin Celebration.

In 2010, the Indiana native—today known as Lisa David—stepped into the newly created Manoomin Biologist position, working with husband Peter on wild rice stewardship across Ojibwe Country.

After an accomplished career, she makes the move to retirement this year. Native Intergovernmental Task Force hailed her contributions to protecting and enhancing treaty recognized wild rice resources in the Ceded Territory in a June 3 resolution.

From all of us at GLIFWC, very best wishes on your retirement, Lisa!
—C. Rasmussen

Manoomin outlook

(continued from page 3)

So, please take all the rest of this with a grain of salt, and please spend some time before the season confirming my hunches or proving me wrong by scoping on your own. But, here is what I think.

Go west young ricer. Or old ricer, or middle-aged ricer.

It’s clear that overall abundance in north-central Wisconsin (Iron, Vilas, Oneida and Forest Counties) is way below average. In fact, with the possible exception of 2010, when brown spot disease devastated Wisconsin’s rice beds, it may be the worst year I have seen in that region. While some sites have fair to average beds, they are few in number, and I doubt if the tribal rice chiefs will opt to open more than a couple of the date-regulated rice waters in that area.

Even river beds, the most consistent producers, looked fair at best overall. I was surprised that lakes in this area have not seemed to have fallen much from the recent wet years that have held them high. I don’t think we will see good abundance in this area until they do; I am hoping that may be next year. For this year, Island Lake in Vilas will help fill some pantries, as will the west lobe of the Big Lake Thoroughfare.

Moving westward in Wisconsin, things brighten a bit, as good stands become more common. Spring Creek Wildlife Area in Price looks at least average, and abundance is pretty good on both north of and south ends of the Chequamegon Flowage, picking in this area could be quite good if the weather cooperates.

As is often the case, Burnett County is likely to lead the way in harvest in the state. Clam Lake looks good again, and coupled with Long Lake and North Fork Flowage, picking in this area could be quite good if the weather cooperates.

Further west, into Minnesota, brings the whole other end of the spectrum, with dry seasons and dry conditions for the past year—which triggered really nice above-
dance on many waters—has continued, and gotten worse. So far, it does not seem to have hurt the rice—some beds look great—but it might hurt ricers, at least the human variety.

From the ground, I saw a couple of places where water-level gauges had to be extended downward in order to get a reading, as the lake levels dropped to lows rarely seen. Depending on how the rains fall in the final weeks of the growing season, it may be hard to get a canoe to those places. It reminded me of some of the old stories I have heard about tribal members strapping on snowshoes to pick rice and provide for their families in drought years. Hope-

Three final messages: Please use GLIFWC’s website to save you some miles.

...
History at center of 2021 in-person/virtual Sandy Lake Tragedy Ceremony
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Inside:
The fight for Ma'igiingan's future
Baapaagimaak reckoning
Reconnecting the Healing Circle

Mille Lacs, Minn.—

When grit, skill, and determination are not enough, it can take a chance encounter to dramatically change the course of history. For the Ojibwes of the upper Great Lakes who journeyed to Washington DC in 1852 under the leadership of Chief Buffalo seeking an end to removal efforts, catching the attention of US Senator George Briggs in a restaurant proved pivotal.

"Briggs was a very good friend of President Millard Fillmore," said History Professor Rick St. Germaine July 28, a Lac Courtes Oreilles Ojibwe and special guest at the Mikwendaagoziwag Ceremony held at Mille Lacs Band Reservation.

"Briggs arranges a meeting between Buffalo's Indian delegation and President Fillmore. There's a classic, a classic-style ceremony that happened like the one we had here this morning led by Joe Nayquonabe." Not long after Chief Buffalo's delegation met with the President, government efforts to force Ojibwe from their homelands ended. It's a fascinating story captured in the GLIFWC film [youtube.com/watch?v=u6VaiLfy3CE&t=3s](https://youtube.com/watch?v=u6VaiLfy3CE&t=3s) Professor Rick St. Germaine
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